Officials will learn a lot from primary vote by mail

The University of Pittsburgh's Institute for Cyber Law, Policy and Security released a report citing the need for counties to take “bold...”

Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 21, 2020

UPMC to test malaria drug's effectiveness in treating COVID-19

Dr. Bryan McVerry, a UPMC and University of Pittsburgh pulmonary and critical care medicine physician, said UPMC will participate in the...

Source: Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 21, 2020

How to Transport Crucial Vaccines without Cooling
"The study demonstrates early proof of concept for an exciting platform for vaccine product development," says Lisa Rohan, a pharmacologist at the...

Source  Scientific American Online - May 21, 2020

**How the great COVID-19 reset can help firms build a sustainable future**

CB Bhattacharya H.J. Zoffer Chair in Sustainability and Ethics, Katz Graduate School of Business, University of Pittsburgh

Source  World Economic Forum - May 15, 2020

**Coronavirus vaccine trials have delivered their first results -- but their promise is still unclear**

Still, the result is "a concern" that raises the possibility that vaccinated people could still spread the virus, says Douglas Reed, an aerobiologist...

Source  Nature - Online - May 19, 2020